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The case that appalled millions of newspaper readers worldwide began with the discovery ... forensic work. The results were startling – the skulls and photos matched perfectly. For the first ...
The crime that fascinated Agatha Christie – How Buck Ruxton committed a double murder
Twain portrayed ancient and modern concerns: the court of King Arthur taken over by a “Connecticut Yankee”; politics and finance in Washington, D.C., in The Gilded Age; new forensic discoveries ... to ...
“Tramps Abroad”
The discovery helped to calm social tensions — although the case was not solved for many years until, with the aid of more DNA work, a local farmer was found guilty. The YHRD, which was first ...
Forensic database challenged over ethics of DNA holdings
The Casualty Identification Program specializes in using forensics along with historical and anthropological research to identify battlefield remains.
Military forensic team could help identify residential school remains: officials
A FORENSIC scientist who believes that freedom of speech is a basic human right was crowned Binibining Pilipinas International at Smart Araneta Coliseum at Araneta City in Quezon City.
Forensic scientist wins beauty pageant
The samples will then be sent to a specialized forensic testing company, Cellmark, so the dog’s DNA can be registered under the scheme, The Telegraph reported. Chief Inspector Emma MacDonald was ...
World’s First Dog DNA Database To Help Trace Kidnapped Canines
Chief Rosanne Casimir of the Tk’emlups te Secwepemc First Nation in British Columbia ... She described the discovery as “an unthinkable loss that was spoken about but never documented at ...
Canada lowers flags after discovery of bodies at school site
First developed for nuclear test monitoring and treaty verification purposes during the Cold War, modern nuclear forensic capabilities are now used to determine the provenance of nuclear materials ...
The Evolving Missions of Technical Nuclear Forensics
Cuevas' defense counsel planned to call its first witness Monday morning through a special ... including testimony from a forensic analyst. The defense witness had been authorized to testify out of ...
Forensic scientist testifies about DNA evidence in Anthony Cuevas murder trial
A $1.4 million grant is helping New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) launch a STEM initiative that will expose high school students to forensic science as a pathway to higher education.
Grant Helps NJIT Bring Forensic Science to High School Students
During discovery, the plaintiff requested copies ... the work performed by the first forensic company, and therefore was not protected. The other distinguishing factor that the court considered ...
Incident response considerations: Protecting the attorney-client privilege
Police, fire and ambulance emergency services raced to the scene after the grim discovery in Salcombe ... been erected near to the woods. A police forensic team is continuing its investigation.
‘Headless body’ found in woods as forensic officers flood to quiet town and cops probe ‘unexplained’ death
JOSH Duggar is requesting an Arkansas Judge delay his child porn trial from July 2021 to February 2022 so a computer forensic expert ... its review of the discovery and, separately, to pursue ...
Josh Duggar begs judge to postpone child porn trial to 2022 so a computer forensic expert ‘can examine his devices’
Ryder Alan Smith, 23, is on trial in Fairbanks Superior Court on charges of first-degree murder and evidence ... Wednesday was day three of the trial. Three forensics experts testified along ...
Forensics experts take the witness stand at murder trial
"Really, I think what needs to occur is perhaps some sort of discovery and perhaps some forensics about who these ... of the Tk'emlúps te Secwépemc First Nation said the remains of 215 children ...
Work underway for forensics experts to identify and repatriate B.C. school remains
Despite the report's release, there are still pushes to conduct additional audits of election machines in Michigan, or "forensic audits ... You have an audit first and audit law first.
Calls for 'forensic audit' of election in Michigan don't have much merit, expert says
LOWER POST, B.C. — A ceremony to mark the demolition of a former residential school building in a British Columbia First Nation community ... because of the discovery. Last April, the federal ...
Lower Post postpones school demolition ceremony after animal remains found
Digital forensics is used in criminal investigations and private investigations. It is used to secure evidence and provide it to the court for decision making. It is useful in civil cases as it is ...
The Worldwide Digital Forensics Industry is Expected to Grow at a CAGR of 13% Between 2020 to 2027
A huge police and fire service presence remains in the holiday town two days after the horrific discovery ... A police forensic team is continuing its investigation. Cops were were called around ...
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